WOMEN’S ONLINE
WELLNESS WORKSHOPS

ENERGY MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Do what you know
Live what you speak
Be who you are
Esther Yaquta Morton-www.CHI.LIFE

INTRODUCTION
After thirty years as a therapist, and as a teacher of therapists, I have designed a program for people like
you, who are willing to take responsibility for their own well being. During this workshop, we will invite
you to access your own inner healing potential by experiencing the body’s inner wisdom and learning to
work with it.
You will learn Energy Management Tools to help you connect to and manage your own body and mind.
The program is designed to support those of you who:
Choose the full realization of your enormous potential as a human being
Choose to encourage others to realise their full potential.
Choose to take full responsibility for your life experience & health.
Choose to continue to grow and develop & to clear up the obstacles from the past and move on.
Choose to make wise life-supporting choices in your daily life style.

Choose to experience wellness in all aspects of your being. Choose to have a good time
Welcome, Esther Yaquta Morton

BODY HOLOGRAM ON
THE EAR
SHEN MEN POINT
TO RELIEVE STRESS

SHEN MEN
A wonderful way to relax and connect to your
deep inner core wisdom:
Hold or pinch the Shen
Men or Spirit Gate
Point on your ear, or
tape a small seed, bead
or pellet thereI

DEEP BELLY BREATHING: PROCEDURE
SIT, STAND, OR LIE WITH:
The upper body completely relaxed, Shoulders dropped, arms and fingers relaxed
Align the spine and the head
Lower the chin, relax the jaw
Rest the weight evenly on both feet and the chair, if sitting
Bend the knees slightly, if standing
Sustain slight strength in the lower trunk /lower belly area to support the frame
INHALE
With relaxed diaphragm, allow a full breath to drop toward the lower belly below the navel, filling the lungs without tension. Feel your lower belly expand.
(Avoid lifting the chest when you inhale)
EXHALE
Slightly tighten the area below the navel to slowly release the breath completely.
Relax the upper body, (releasing old habits of defensiveness and tension in the diaphragm and shoulders.)
With practice there is eventually a sense of ‘being breathed’, of submission to and
connection with Oneness, and deep relaxation.

DEEP BELLY BREATHING

Technique:
You simply hold: 
Your forehead (Frontal area) with
one hand

The back of your head, just above
the neck, (Occipital area) with your
other hand
-Breathe slowly and deeply with the diaphragm.

F/O: Frontal/Occipital Holding
F /O is a very effective and completely
safe way to deal with stress.
It can be used in any situation to help bring
clarity and light into the picture.
It can help you center, help clear your
head, and can be used on yourself or others.
All movements are natural responses from
the body in dealing with stress.

When we do F/O we stimulate neuro points that increase blood circulation to front of the
brain. Deep breathing brings oxygen into the body, releases toxins, gets the energy flowing.
By breathing and holding your head in this manner, you short circuit the stress response, draw
energy away from the animal survival parts of the brain and regain access to the forebrain and
visual areas that allow clear sight and creative perception of the situation at hand.
We can use this technique to keep ourselves clear and to help us to ‘centre’ and clear stress reactions after situations like accidents or to prepare for stressors like
exams or interviews
Safe for everybody! Please use it and teach it to all you meet. F/O is a safe and useful tool.

3 STEP MIDLINE INTEGRATION:
Hold Navel: with all fingers and thumb as if plugging them into a socket (Just hold hand flat over
navel if you want to be inconspicuous)
WHILE HOLDING NAVEL:
1. Hold Above and Below Lip: Thump or rub these points while holding navel.

2. Hold Under Collarbone, next to Breastbone These points are called Kidney 27 in meridian
system. Use thumb and fingers to stimulate them while holding navel.

3. Rub Sacrum: while holding navel with one hand, rub up and down on the sacral bones at the
base of the spine, to ground your energies and help you contact the earth, when feeling ‘up
tight and unsupported’
This 3 step process integrates: Front & Back, Right & Left sides, Upper & Lower parts of body

MIDLINE CONNECTIONS
THYMUS THUMPTo boost immune system and stimulate energy and avoid “catching cold” Tap area

over thymus gland in middle of sternum-breastbone in center of your chest,
using four fingers of each hand.(To boost thymus gland function and support
immune system.
DIAPHRAGM THUMPTo balance blood chemistry, boost energy, release tension-

Tap area on ribcage under breasts with palms or several fingers while breathing deeply through nose and vigorously out through mouth. Follow by F/O
(Good for PMS and when feeling irritable, nauseous from hunger, frustrated,
dizzy or confused
ZIP UP-

Move hands from pelvis to chin or hairline, as if zipping up a jacket, and up
back of neck and overhead, as if zipping a hood, while intending to be safe
from influences coming from outside. Do this for yourself & children before
entering shopping malls!

JAPANESE DO-IN TAPPING SELF-MASSAGE Time 5-30 minutes
Rub hands together until warm, to gather Qi.
With loose fingers, tap with comfortable strength: 1-3x
1. Your head, face and jaws
2. Your neck
3. Along shoulders (Use loose fist, if you need more power here)
4. Between and under shoulder blades (Push elbow back with opposite hand to reach)
5. Down outside of arms to fingers
6. Gently tap chest & down inside of arms to hands
7. Down sides of ribs (raising your arms) & Along diaphragm under ribcage-EXHALE!
8. On sacrum & buttocks with loose fists
9. Down the outsides & backs of legs to ankles. Always start at waist & go downwards
10. Down insides of legs to feet & On tops of feet
Now rub hands together to gather CHI and then rub kidneys on lower back, to warm and
strengthen them & adrenal glands.
Massage abdomen in clockwise spiral pressing in gently. Stamp heels to ground yourself & to
release tension into the earth. Always finish by raising hands overhead to gather CHI and
store it with intention in the Hara (abdomen-lower belly).
Men: Place right hand over left under navel. Women: Place left hand over right under navel
Breathe Deeply . Close Eyes & Feel Connection to your Core

CROSS PATTERNING/ CROSS CRAWLA technique to correct ‘Homolateral Functioning’; which is a common cause of stress and learning difficulties, anxiety and
poor performance, cross patterning integrates brain functioning, while you’re having fun. It is great to do these movements to
music with a 1-2 beat, allowing free expression, just remembering the basic pattern. X - II - X.
Technique: This exercise also lends itself to endless creativity. The purpose is to cross the midline as well as coordinate full
body movement. Remember the pattern: X - II - X. Always begin and end by crossing the midline!
X
First make movements that cross the midline
such as marching in place:
- Lifting right arm and left leg simultaneously
- Then shifting to left arm and right leg.
II
Second: Make movements that are homolateral or parallel,
such as:
- Lift right arm and right leg at the same time,
- Then lift left leg and left arm at the same time.

You could also for example:
- Touch right elbow to raised left thigh and
- Then left elbow to raised right thigh etc.

You could also:
- Touch right elbow to right thigh,

And touch left elbow to left thigh.

X
You could also for example:
Third: Repeat movements of first step. Crossing the midline,
-Touch right elbow to raised left thigh and
marching in place:
-Then left elbow to raised right thigh etc
- Lifting right arm and left leg simultaneously
- Then shifting to left arm and right leg.
Remember the pattern: X - II - X. Always begin and end by crossing the midline!

THIS IS THE HOUR :

The Elders; Oraibi, Arizona; Hopi Nation
You have been telling the people that this is the Eleventh Hour.

Now you must go back and tell the people that this is the Hour. And there are things to be considered:
Where are you living? What are you doing? Where is your water? Know your garden.
It is time to speak your Truth. Create your community.
And do not look outside yourself for the leader.
This could be a good time.
There is a River flowing now very fast. It is so great and swift that there are those who will be afraid. They will try to hold
onto the shore. They will feel they are being torn apart, and they will suffer greatly.
Know the River has its destination.
The Elders say we must let go of the shore, push off into the middle of the River.

Keep our eyes open and our head above the water. See who is there with you and celebrate.
At this time in history, we are to take nothing personally, least of all ourselves. For the moment that we do,
our spiritual growth and journey come to a halt.
The time of the lone wolf is over. Gather yourselves.

Banish the word struggle from your attitude and your vocabulary.
All that we do now must be done in a sacred manner and in celebration.
We are the ones we've been waiting for. --- The Elders; Oraibi, Arizona; Hopi Nation

